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About HARMAN

HARMAN Professional Solutions is the world’s largest professional audio,
video, lighting, and control products and systems company. It serves the
entertainment and enterprise markets with comprehensive systems, including
enterprise automation and complete IT solutions for a broad range of
applications.
HARMAN Professional Solutions brands comprise AKG Acoustics®, AMX®,
BSS Audio®, Crown International®, dbx Professional®, DigiTech®, JBL
Professional®, Lexicon®, Martin®, Soundcraft® and Studer®. These bestin-class products are designed, manufactured and delivered to a variety of
customers, including tour, cinema, retail, corporate, government, education,
large venue and hospitality.
In addition, HARMAN’s world-class product development team continues
to innovate and deliver groundbreaking technologies to meet its customers’
growing needs. For scalable, high-impact communication and entertainment
systems, HARMAN Professional Solutions is your single point of contact.

About Sound Technology Ltd
Sound Technology Ltd is the specialist audio distributor of HARMAN
Professional Solutions in the UK and Republic of Ireland. We provide system
design, demonstration facilities and servicing of all HARMAN audio products.
In this document you’ll find some relevant case studies. For any further
information, to speak to our system designers, or to arrange a demo, please
call us on 01462 480000.

Boiler Shop

The Boiler Shop has been created to provide Newcastle-upon-Tyne with
a vibrant multidisciplinary arts and music centre. Part of an ambitious
regeneration project carried out by the Clouston Group, it sits on the site
that was originally home to the Robert Stephenson and Co. Locomotive
Works, where the revolutionary Rocket was built in 1829.
The asymmetrical building presented a set of challenges for an installation
in which one sound system for Live Music events would run lengthways
down the room, while a second, but integrated system dedicated to
conferencing would be set breadthways.
Owner / Operator
Clouston Group
Installer
LS Acorn Ltd

The room is equipped with a portable stage, which can be moved between
its two main positions while the subs, frontfill, monitors and stageboxes are
also portable, enabling them be positioned in keeping with the event.
The Live Music sound system comprises two hangs each of six JBL VTX-V20
line-array elements, powered by three Crown I-Tech 4x3500HD amplifiers.
Subs consist of nine VTX-S25, ground stacked as three cardioid clusters of
three, powered by five Crown I-Tech 12000HD. Front fill is provided by three
stand-mounted JBL VTX F15s.
For stage monitoring, 11 JBL VTX-M20 wedge monitors have been
deployed, along with two F18s for drum fill/DJ fill, powered by three I-Tech
4x3500HD, allowing an 11-way wedge mix.

Boiler Shop (cont.)

For control, a new generation Soundcraft Vi3000 was specified for FOH and a Vi2000
for monitors, allowing the same amount of processing at either end, but with the
smaller frame size of the Vi2000 purpose selected to fit on the stage. Each console
connects to its own Vi Stagebox 64/32 via Cat5.
The Vi3000 came with a Soundcraft Realtime Rack Ultimate, providing FOH engineers
with studio quality UAD-2 plug-ins. An Apple Mac Mini computer and Dell touchscreen
allows not control of the Realtime Rack, and also 64-channel record and playback
directly from the Vi3000’s on-board Dante port.

The Corporate system comprises 11 CBT 70J column arrays with the 70JE low
frequency extension units, powered by three Crown DCi4|1250N. These are fitted to the
steel pillars down the middle of the room using custom brackets, and to the brickwork
pillars on the ‘glass wall’, facing the hotel. The tight narrow dispersion of the speakers
helps avoid the reflective surfaces, with the horizontal dispersion wide enough to
provide even coverage for seated events, dinners and other conference layouts.
A BSS Soundweb DSP back-end allows for the whole system to be switched between
presets and managed by a common interface. Preset switching with a BSS EC-8BV
wall controller located in the amp room allows the operator to choose between Live
Music and Corporate modes, as well as access presets for DJs, and one so that bar
staff can play background music from an MP3 player using a simple volume switch and
input plate located behind the bar.
The BSS network is constructed from a BLU-806 and two BLU-160s – the 806’s Dante
allowing for future expansion of the system, particularly relevant considering the
rest of the upcoming regeneration projects planned for the Stephenson Quarter. The
Soundweb also allows interfacing with the fire alarm system.
A full suite of AKG mics was provided for both Live Music and Conferencing
applications. Four channels of WMS4500 radio mics (with handheld and lapel mics) are
also integrated via the Soundcraft consoles’ VM2 radio mic monitoring facility, which
shows the battery life and RF level of the microphones on the screens of the Vi Series
consoles.

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplification

Loudspeakers

Mixing

Network and Control

Crown IT12000-HD
Crown IT4x3500-HD
Crown DCi 4|1250N

JBL VTX-V20
JBL VTX-S25
JBL VTX -M20
JBL F15
JBL F18S
JBL CBT 70J-1

Soundcraft Vi3000
Soundcraft Vi2000
Soundcraft Realtime Rack

BSS BLU-806
BSS BLU-160
BSS EV-8BV

Microphones
AKG WMS4500

KOKO

Premier live London music venue KOKO has maintained its policy of
progressive technical upgrade by investing in Soundcraft’s new generation
Vi digital platform. This summer it replaced its two long-standing Soundcraft
Vi6 consoles, which form part of a complete Harman Professional sound
reinforcement package, with the latest Vi7000s.
The upgrade met the approval of Technical Manager, Tim Hamper, and
Senior Sound Engineer, Eddie Puhl. Stated the former, “The old desks
served us brilliantly for nearly a decade and this has been a seamless and
logical transition.”
He confirmed that the two Vi7000s were supplied with local racks and
Realtime Racks, featuring the suite of UAD plugins, which provide classic
analogue emulations.
Added Larry Seymour, COO of Mint Group, the venue’s operators, “We
have enjoyed a long-standing collaboration with Sound Technology and
the Harman brands, and after such a great relationship it was inevitable we
would be looking at their new generation equipment.

KOKO (cont.)

“The previous desks were superbly robust, reliable and extremely well supported. We host
more than 250 events a year to which the equipment is obviously mission critical. I reckon
these desks have clocked up 30,000 hours. They have certainly put in the hard yards and that
includes consuming more than a healthy amount of lager along the way!”
The familiarity of the platform meant that both Hamper and Puhl could jump onto the new
desks immediately. “We had a new Vi3000 on loan, which was a fantastic introduction to the
new series,” Tim Hamper continued. “The new desks sound way better [than the previous
models] — they are much faster and a lot more integrated. These days we need to spend far
less time teaching sound engineers about the desk; they just come in with their show files and
plug in.”
He notes that in addition to install it is equally an ideal desk for festivals. “It’s very fast to jump
onto, and if you are doing, say, a five-band show you don’t have to go through pages of set-ups.
Also, it’s based around the same DSP cards, and seeing the old [BSS} DPR-901 is like meeting
up with an old friend.”
As a monitor desk, the Vi7000 is proving equally popular, “That’s because everything is in front
of you — and with 32 stereo outs, and bands increasingly on IEM’s, you no longer have to pair
up [outputs] as you did previously.”
Summing up, KOKO’s technical manager said, “Soundcraft seem to have addressed all the
angles with these new desks and we have received many favourable comments.”
And Larry Seymour added, “We will continue to keep our equipment at the cutting edge and
returning [technical] crews notice this. It’s a brilliant mindset as there is always a good payback.
From its DNA to its physical appearance KOKO offers a lot, and when you overlay the technical
capabilities it adds lustre to any event.”

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplification

Loudspeakers

Mixing

Microphones

Crown IT12000-HD
Crown IT9000-HD
Crown IT5000-HD

JBL VT4888
JBL VT4880a
JBL VT4886

Soundcraft Vi7000
Soundcraft Realtime Rack

AKG DMS800

Union Chapel, Islington

Salisbury Cathedral
The world famous 13th century Salisbury Cathedral welcomes
some 300,000 visitors each year — either to view the Magna Carta
or attend its programme of major services, concerts, religious fesLondon’s Grade 1-listed Union Chapel, is unique in combining the activities
tivals — or simply for private worship; and they expect the sound in
of a working church with that of a concert venue. The magnificent
this reverberant space to be heard coherently and intelligibly.
architectural space is a haven for promoters and bands, happy to take
advantage of the building’s enviable acoustic by adapting their sets to the
restricted 88db(A) threshold (over 15 minutes) that is imposed.
Over the years this has led to some classic ‘unplugged’ sets in the
900-capacity venue.

Suppliers:
Crystal Pro Audio

“The artists know they have to listen to the room — we ask them to play to
the space and many produce shows that they wouldn’t normally do,” says
head technician, Les Mommsen. “The pay-off is that we need to provide
the best equipment that will enable them to achieve these lower levels,
keeping the performance intimate, and at the same time enhancing the
audience experience.”
Union Chapel had already invested in an earlier digital desk with different
characteristics, but wanted to give incoming production teams a choice
of tonality, flexibility and feature set — and so the Vi3000 began life in the
monitor position (where Beth Hart’s sound engineer, Sebastiano Nacca,
had insisted on using it) before relocating to front-of-house.

Union Chapel, Islington (cont.)

In outlining the requirement, Mommsen says, “We set a number of criteria; the new desk
had to have rider compatibility; be future-proof; give us flexibility for later expansion
and meet the budget. Soundcraft ticked all those boxes.”
Having regularly used a Soundcraft Vi6 and Vi1, the company’s first generation of
digital mixers, he was instinctively comfortable with the platform. “The sound quality
is excellent and by using the built-in Dante interface and additional card slots we are
providing recording engineers with digital options.”
In fact, combining its analogue and digital capabilities, the Vi3000 allows a total of 254
input and output paths.
The aim is to provide a large number of analogue and digital channel splits. With
increasing Dante applications and with the industry moving towards bringing the studio
into the live format, Mommsen continues, “It’s geared up to provide a live stream, or
provide a feed anywhere in the building and the next phase is to have the desk talking
to broadcast trucks.
“With four Lexicon FX engines, UAD plugins via Soundcraft’s Realtime Rack and access
to Waves SoundGrid via Dante or MADI we are well set for the future.”
The Vi3000 provides excellent value for money, offering more input channels, more
busses, more faders, and a better user interface than any other in its class, with 36
faders and 24 mono/stereo busses. Any of the busses can be either mono or stereo,
whilst keeping the total number of busses at 24. This can be done on the fly during a
gig without skipping audio or having to rebuild a showfile.
“In the chapel the acoustics are wonderful, so we already have 120 years of fantastic
reverb in the room itself. With the Vi3000 you can get a clear acoustic mix and it does
sound fantastic with the compressors on the console.
“Hosting high quality acoustic concerts, often including string or choir ensembles, is
what we do well, and the Vi3000 provides us with everything we need to deliver the
highest fidelity possible. The preamps sound great as is the precision and clarity of the
console. In addition, it’s a very intuitive console and there are multiple ways of doing
everything to fit everyone’s workflow.”
In summary he says, “We have put ourselves in a good place where expansion is easy
— there’s now flexibility without swopping out the entire system, which was one of the
key advantages of the Vi3000.
“The aim is to leave the audience with a feeling that they will want to come back and
at the same time having a first class technical infrastructure will encourage promoters
to put more acts on here.”

PRODUCTS USED:
Mixing
Soundcraft Vi3000
Soundcraft Realtime Rack

Blues Kitchen Brixton

Two Soundcraft Si Impact digital consoles and an elaborate BSS Soundweb
network have been specified and installed by Middlesex Sound & Light
(MSL) at the 650-capacity Blues Kitchen Brixton.
This is the third Blues Kitchen to be opened by the Columbo Group, following Camden and Shoreditch, but has been upspecced to take into account
the higher calibre of bands that it expects to host. Brixton is also the first of
the venues to feature live music on two floors.

Specification / Installation:
Middlesex Sound & Light

MSL project director Darren Olivier recommended the Soundcraft Si Impacts for FOH duty on both the ground and first floors. He confirmed that
the spec had been carefully discussed and agreed with Columbo Group
creative director, Liam Hart, and the resident sound engineer.
“The new Si Impacts were specified to create uniformity on each floor and
streamline operation by the house engineers. It also reduces the requirement for outboard kit which takes up valuable space,” confirmed Olivier. “At
previous sites we have always specified Soundcraft GB24 analogue desks
— and while these have always been great, we felt the time was right to go
digital.”

Blues Kitchen Brixton(cont.)

While reduced ground floor requirement necessitated the provision of a Soundcraft
Mini Stagebox 16, up on the first floor a larger 32-input version of the Stagebox was installed to provide greater connectivity. “This reflects the larger channel requirement in
the main room,” says Olivier.
MSL dipped further into the HARMAN catalogue, distributed in the UK and Ireland by
Sound Technology Ltd, for the installation’s DSP requirement. Two fixed format (12-in/8out) BSS Soundweb BLU-100 and two BLU-BOB 8-channel expansion units were installed to create a 24 x 24 distribution matrix.
In addition, a Soundweb BLU-10 remote has been installed at the FOH mix position on
the first floor and two further BLU-10 touch panel remotes are at ground floor level (one
at the mix position and one at the bar). All zonal volume levels can be independently
controlled via the BLU-10’s.
Soundweb programming and system design was carried out by MSL senior project
manager Toby Jones, as he has at all the many Columbo sites MSL have worked at
in the past. Presets on the BLU-10 at ground floor level are time-of-day dependent.
“This enables the user to push a time slot on the screen and the volume will automatically change to the predetermined level,” he explains. This is implemented by using
timed gains, with the levels fading over 10 seconds, while the BLU-10 upstairs again has
source fades, EQ trim and sub level adjustments. Toby Jones has also implemented a
mute group for the stairs between the floors.
In fact all sound sources are designed to fade in and out, allowing for a gradual, seamless change rather than a ‘snap’, with a specially created source fade macro allowing for
a three-second fade between sources.
MSL also made a generous provision of plug-in points, enabling iPods to be used at
will, as well as providing all the stage production lighting. It is the kind of attention to
detail that Liam Hart appreciates, and which will further encourage third party promoters to use the venue. “We have a really good relationship with MSL,” he stated. “We
have worked with them for around five years and they have always specced our venues
honestly.
“As we host multiple bands and DJs on any given night, the operation needs to run
seamlessly, and a simple switch between the system presets enables, for instance,
our resident soul band’s sound engineer to plug his show file into the Soundcraft desk
without the need for a soundcheck.”
But according to Liam Hart you can’t build a business on the live music programme
alone and as with the previous two venues, Brixton’s Blues Kitchen will offer Texan BBQ,
and a huge selection of bourbon. “We want to be known as more than a big gig space;
we want [the clientele] to fall in love with the space and come back regardless of who’s
playing. We want them to have a love affair with the venue.”

PRODUCTS USED:
Mixing
Soundcraft Si Impact
Soundcraft Mini Stagebox

Network
BSS BLU-100
BSS BLU-BOB
BSS BLU-10

Liverpool Philharmonic Hall

With its original art deco interior, the Grade II*-listed Liverpool Philharmonic
Hall, home of the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra and one of the
UK’s premier arts and entertainment venues, received the new FOH desk
as part of a complete new design and installation, masterminded by Adlib’s
Installation Director Roger Kirby and MD Andy Dockerty.
It is the latest chapter in a long relationship that has existed between the
two organisations, which has seen the service providers frequently renting
sound systems to the Hall over the years.
Design / Installation:
Adlib

Liverpool Philharmonic’s Technicians opted for the Vi3000 as part of a complete new audio infrastructure after attending a Soundcraft open day hosted by Adlib. This was followed by an onsite demo which enabled Dave Kay,
Adlib’s Soundcraft specialist, to show off the multiple features, as well as its
ease as a walk-up desk, thanks to an intuitive user-interface.
With Soundcraft’s renowned quality and reliability the 96 channel console
also has new aesthetics with a more efficiently designed control surface,
complete with 36 faders, 24 mono / stereo busses and an impressive
sweeping black screen panel. The four Vistonics II touchscreen interfaces
and new 3D graphics make it the only console in its class that can be used
by two engineers at the same time.

Liverpool Philharmonic (cont.)

At the same time, both the Liverpool Philharmonic Hall itself and visiting sound engineers will be
able to take advantage of the Vi3000’s adaptability and full complement of analogue and digital
I/Os, which provide MIDI, USB, Ethernet, DVI out, Dante/MADI record feed outputs, redundant
power supply and other connections as well as two expansion bays.

Crucially, the Vi3000 can also accommodate the new Soundcraft Realtime Rack, a hardware/
software unit designed with plug-in manufacturer Universal Audio that provides access to 74
industry-standard UAD plug-ins. Additionally, it is the first Soundcraft console to offer seamless
networking with Dante-enabled devices.
A dedicated returns multicore is used to connect the FOH console to the amp racks at side
stage, and additional signal processing and control for day-to-day peripherals is managed by
another Harman owned company, BSS Audio Soundweb London BLU-160 DSP. This was picked
for its flexible switching and its routing of balanced signals for the subs, in-fills and choir-fill
speakers.
Summing up the installation, Liverpool Philharmonic’s Acting Technical Manager Richard Curtis
said, “The Soundcraft Vi3000 at FOH provides us with an up to date control system as well as
being easy to adapt to any of the event types with which we use the PA – from RLPO concerts
right through to Pop/Rock. I look forward to our continuing relationship with Adlib to provide the
best possible production for our musicians, clients and audiences alike.”

PRODUCTS USED:
Mixing
Soundcraft Vi3000
Soundcraft Mini Stagebox

Network
BSS BLU-160

Clwb Ifor Bach

Premier Cardiff nightclub and live music venue, Clwb Ifor Bach — originally set up in 1983 as a Welsh language club and community centre — has
continued its long tradition of using Soundcraft mixing consoles, by purchasing a next generation Vi3000 digital mixing console and Vi Stagebox
from nearby dealers, AB Acoustics.

Installer:
AB Acoustics

AB Acoustics director, Rob Ashton,said that the venue’s technical team
of Phil Williams and Richard ‘Chill’ Hawkins had been quite specific in
their requirement when they placed the order, and had wanted to remain
loyal to the Soundcraft brand. “Many bands started off playing there and
they host a lot of different music genres, which is why they wanted the 64
channel capacity of the stagebox.”
Bands that have played at the club over the years include Strokes, Killers,
Pavement, Coldplay, Bloc Party, Foals, Kiesza as well as locals such as
Super Furry Animals, Bullet For My Valentine, Stereophonics, Cate Le Bon
and Kids In Glasshouses.
Chill Hawkins confirms that their love affair with Soundcraft dates right
back to the old Soundcraft 400B — decommissioned five years ago
— and was followed by various analogue desks such as GB series and
recently MH2 and MH4, occupying house and monitor positions in both
the 470-capacity band room on the top floor and second room two floors
below.

Club Ifor Bach (cont.)

“At present we have three Soundcraft desks: two MH4’s and an MH2,” he reports. The previous
MH2 FOH desk will now be redeployed and monitors will be mixed from the new Vi3000 at
front of house.
Explaining the rationale behind the purchase, he added, “We used to get a lot of festival
warm-ups playing here and we wanted something superior to offer the sound engineers.
Digital gives us better options.
“We have a lot of in-house sound engineers and it was talking to them that guided us to this
desk. We wanted something where we wouldn’t be scrolling through a lot of pages and for
ease of use and sound quality it’s by far the best. As for the Vi Stagebox, we have two MADI
cards — as well as the ViSi iPad remote — and in future we want the ability to multitrack
shows if bands want a live release.”
One of the resident sound engineers who strongly recommended the Vi3000 — and is presently out on tour with one — is Mathew ‘Acy’ Acreman.
A Soundcraft Vi veteran, he said, “My main reason for recommending the Vi3000 was due to
its usability and simplicity. A club-sized venue gets engineers with all levels of experience
coming through, from very experienced touring engineers to people who are fresh out of
university or new to the industry.
“It’s important to have a desk that covers all bases and the Vi desks meet the specs of the
most demanding touring engineers, whilst being user friendly enough for the less experienced engineers to walk up to and easily put together a show, due to its intuitive layout and
features.”
And Chill Hawkins, himself a former touring engineer, echoes this. “I like the desk so much I
might come out of retirement and have a go myself. Everyone seems over the moon with it.”

PRODUCTS USED:
Mixing
Soundcraft Vi3000
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Next Steps
For any further information, to speak to our
system designers, or to arrange a demo,
please call us on 01462 480000.

